[Fluorescent probe 4-dimethylaminochalcone: mechanism of fluorescence quenching in nonpolar media].
The reasons for the high sensitivity of the fluorescent probe 4-dimethylaminochalcone (DMC) to nonpolar environment were explored. It was shown that, at room temperature, the fluorescence quantum yield in nonpolar media at 20 degrees C is lower than 0.01 (0.001 in methylcyclohexane). However, as temperature was lowered to -196 degrees C, the yield in methylcyclohexane increased more than 200 times. At the same time, the oscillator strength of absorption transition increased, and the absorption spectrum was shifted to red. These results, together with quantum chemistry calculations suggest that, for fluorescence quenching to occur, some barrier in the DMC molecule, probably the barrier of rotation about C-C bonds, should be overcome. In other words, the quenching is associated with the transition of DMC molecules from a flat conformation (energy minimum) to other, nonflat conformations through rotations about C-C bonds. The phosphorescence of DMC at low temperatures was detected. This suggests that fluorescence quenching is caused by radiationless transitions from the excited singlet level to the ground and triplet levels, and rotation about bonds facilitates these transitions.